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Bouldering in East Clare:

the guide to “Le Cul de Claire”
Access

Le Toit du Cul de Claire (R 522 887) was discovered in 2006 on
Saint Patrick’s day. The rock is calcareous sandstone, i.e. a fine
sandstone where the grains are held together by carbonate
(limestone) with a few quartz inclusions (mainly below the roof). So
there is a little bit of Font in the Cul de Claire.

It is located in east Clare, not far from Lough Ea, northwest of
Feakle village. From Tulla or Feakle, follow the road that goes to
Maghera Mast passing by Glendree. Once you have past the top of
the hill, you will notice a boulder field with a little crag behind. The
boulders are not of much interest but the crag has some serious
potential. There is no easy car park around but there is just enough
space for two cars beside the start of the path.

The bouldering roof itself is hidden behind some bushes and stands
literally down below the east Clare way path, about 5mn a walk
from the road. One must walk up the path following a fence above
some bushy mini-cliffs. There is an obvious way down before you
reach the top of the crag.

Le Toit du Cul de Claire

The name was chosen for a few obvious reasons, the main one being a reference to some very famous roof in some very famous
bouldering area. You can find more obvious reasons if you open a french dictionary. If you do not like the name, you can always
go climbing somewhere else.

1 Cold Turkey 6b Upper traverse on the roof lip. SS on left
side of the roof. Up to the roof edge and
traverse right. Small edges at the beginning
and big jugs finish.

2 Le toit du Cul

de Claire

P Cool project through the roof. From the
mantelshelf to a half moon edge, then
stretch to the lip of the roof.

3 Munster rules 6b Start in the corner below the roof. A few
feet locks and a little bit of crimping (not
always dry) will give you access left hand to
a two fingers pocket outside the roof. Then
up to a good ledge.

4 Rugby

Champagne

6a Same start as Munster rules but wuss up
right in the corner.

5 Triple crown 5+ Start on the big jugs below the mini-roof. A
good heel, knee or leg lock will allow you to
deal with the good ledges above. Then
Mantelshelf.

6 Grand Slam 6b+ Spice up your menu: adding the traverse
on the lower mantelshelf below the roof to
one of the three preceding problems gives
you a grand slam.

7 - P Traverse project linking Grand slam and
Cold Turkey.

8 Blue Bottle 5 Up the face and top out.
9 Biddy Early’s

nose

6a Three stars quality arête. Lift yourself up
onto the nose using a good hidden jug.
Follow the arête and top out.

10 - P Start below the roof of Biddy Early’s
nose. Good holds are hidden in the corner
above on the right. From there, powerful
mantelshelf.
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Special thanks to Biddy Early.

For more info on bouldering in Ireland, visit www.theshortspan.com

Dublin, August 2006.


